JUST IN TIME
Frank Strozier's solo from his release "Fantastic Frank Strozier"

Transcribed by Charles McNeal

ALTO SAX

150 BPM

Saxophone notation and sheet music for the song "Just In Time" by Frank Strozier. The piece includes indications for straight 8ths, lay back, and swing movements, along with the tempo marking "150 bpm."
JUST IN TIME (cont.)
Just In Time (cont.)

A LITTLE BIT AHEAD OF THE BEAT ——— LAY BACK ———

Chord Changes

G7    F#min    B7(b9)    E7

A7    D7        G7

C    F        F#7    B7(b9)    Emin    Emin/D#

Emin/D    A7    A7#7    G    F7    E7

A7    D7    Bmin    Emin    A7    Amin    D7
Just In Time (cont.)

G7  Amin  D7